Introduction
We have given foundations of a probability theory on
Heyting algebras in paper [7] (also in [8] and [6] ). We can extend, without any changes in the formulation of the theorems and their proofs, all our results on distributive lattices with pseudocomplementation, which differ from Heyting algebras only in that they have one operation less: relative pseudocomplementation marked by sign "-»". Distributive lattices with pseudocomplementation (and also Heyting algebras) are generalizations of Boolean algebras. They hold all their axioms except au-a=l. So there exists pseudocomplementation -a for every element a, such that -a is the greatest c which gives anc=0, in a distributive lattice with pseudocomplementation; but "the law of the excluded middle" does not necessarily have to hold for every -a. It is almost the only important limitation which differentiates the probability calculus on these structures from the probability calculus on sets or Boolean algebras.
In this paper we will use some simple properties of Heyting algebras and distributive lattices with pseudocomplementation. They are as follows: Theorem 1.1.
(1) If asb then -bsa.
(2) an-a=0. We will try to create this calculus in this paper.
We should now note that in Bellert's space-time space is continuous and time is quantized (see [7] ), so we need differential calculus for random variables continuous and quantized (which are named in mathematics as step functions).
Theory of integral and derivative of random variable
We have built an integral of a random variable on Heyting algebras in papers [8] and [5] . Let A denote a complete Heyting algebra or a complete distributive lattice with pseudocomplementation. We call every voluntary real function X:A->R a random variable. We built an integral on the assumption that X is bounded. We remind us of its construction now. 
Remark 2.6. Definition 2.5. is correct and the mentioned limit does not depend on the sequence ( f n^n=l° So defined integral satisfies all of the most important properties of a classic Lebesgue integral (see [8] or [5] ). Now we could define an integral from a random variable as follows:
Definition 2.7. Let X be a bounded random variable. Then JX dp = Jid x s dM x , X where id denotes the identity and
aeA aeA Remark 2.8. Unfortunately this integral does not satisfy all properties of a classic Lebesgue integral. E.g. we cannot prove that it is additive relative to a random variable in an integral and we think that it does not hold. Instead we defined with the help of this integral, in papers [8] and [5] , an expectation of a random variable which is additive relative to a random variable. However, we will not be interested in this expectation in the present paper.
Such a defined integral is a number and has the character of a definite integral. We want to define a derivative of a random variable instead and we need, in our work an indefinite integral. So, we must define a new integral which has the character of an indefinite integral of a random variable. Definition 2.9. M x^x (E) := p(h x (E)nx).
x The integral Jx dp we define in the same way as the integral $X dp when we put in the definition M Y/ instead M v .
A / X A Remark 2.10. Let X be a random variable and have finite number of values. If X(x)^0 then x x Jx dp = $X dp. If X(x)<0 then x xx JX dp = 0 and $X dp = -Jx" dp. Moreover, we have the same property for any bounded random variable X. Now we can define a derivative for probability of a random variable.
x Definition 2.11. Let G(x) = Jx dp. Then we say that X is a derivative of G and marked as X(x)=G' (x) or X(x) = .
Theory of integral and derivative of a function of random variable with a dense set of values
Here let us define an integral and a derivative of a real function of a random variable in the space of bounded random variables which have dense sets of values. It is obvious that this definition for continuous and bounded f is correct and that the integral does not depend on the choice of z^ . Hence it follows that we can define this integral in another way: 
Derivative of composite function for random variables with dense sets of values
We begin this paragraph from a certain remark about integral of a random variable. We must first remember the definition of an integra? of random variable JX dp.
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Lemma 4.1. When we define (as in §2) an integral JX dp:= :=Jid* dM using step functions f so that Jid* dM = X X = lim Jf then we can substitute a sequence of integrals n-xo
Jf dM x of step functions f^ by a sequence of integrals JX R dp of certain step random variables X^^X; and then the limit is the same, i.e. $x dp=lim $X dp. The construction of nH.ao these X n will be given in the proof below. m n lim JX n dp := lim $ id* s dM x = lim Y~\ n P(h x (i z in >)) = n-KD n-»co X n n->co 4--n n x = l m n = lim y^ZinPthxfAi )) = P = $X dp, q.e.d.
1=1
Remark 4.2. Analogously as in lemma 4.1. we can substitute integrals Jf dM v/ from step functions f by n x/x n x X X integrals JX n dp, in the definition of integral JX dp:= :=Jid^ dM x/x . Remark 4.3. The lemma reverse to lemma 4.1. is false.
Not each sequence of step random variables X^^X give in a x x limit lim JX n dp = $X dp or lim J X dp = J X dp. n-*x> n->co Now we can prove the theorem about a derivative of a composite function, not using step functions, but using step random variables corresponding with them. 
Proof. We prove the lemma for n=2 only. The proof for greater n is analogous.
X(a)s Zl which follows from Theorem 1.1 (2) and (4);
from Theorem 1.1 (2) and (4). Hence x s X dp = 0-p(h x/x ({0}))+z lP (h x/x ({ Zl }))+z 2 p(h x/x ({z 2 >)) = 0.
from Theorem 1.1(2) and (4). Hence s X dp = 0
c) When X(x) = z 2 then x s x dp = 0-p(h x/x ({0}))+z 1 p(h x/x ({z 1 }))+z 2 p(h x/x ({z 2 })) = 
J°
We want to prove that L:=F(G(x))=$f(G(x))X(x) dp:=P.
Let us take a sequence of step random variables X n **X such that lim JX n dp = Jx dp from Lemma 4.1. n-Ko x We have ?X dp:=G (x), G(x)=lim G (x). J n n n x P n :=Sf(G n (x))X n (x) dp, P=lim P n .
n 
